Can My Idea Make Money?

Every year new successful products hit the market and we commonly see and know about those successful products. While these successful few are the result of effort and focus, these products and many failed products all started with good ideas. As a product innovator, you may believe that all that is required is that good idea but there is much more required for commercial success.

Commercial success is not defined as a good idea, but as the ability to make a profit on the idea. Your early efforts to bring an idea to market must be focused on answering that key question of “can my idea make money?” For an idea to make money, a sufficient number of customers must be willing to pay a high enough price (when compared to the cost of producing and selling that product).

While this seems obvious to many, this is often overlooked with the product innovator making one of many incorrect assumptions. The incorrect assumptions include:

- Everyone (or a large portion of the people) with the problem that my product addresses will learn about and purchase my product.
- My product will be so wonderful that my customers will pay a price premium for it.
- I can just set up a website and customers will start flocking to it to buy my product.
- Retailers will be willing to accept low margins on my product just to make it available to their customers.
- Manufacturing costs, especially offshore manufacturing, are so low that I will definitely be able to make a profit.

These common but unrealistic assumptions highlight the areas where you must gain clarity to successfully commercialize your idea. The belief that everyone who has a need will purchase your product is, almost universally, very far from the truth. The simple fact of the matter is that most won’t learn about your product at all and only a small portion of those who do learn about it will choose to purchase it.

Your product may be one of the few where consumers believe they MUST have it and are willing to pay almost anything for it. Very few products actually achieve this level
of consumer need. In most cases, consumers or the retailers that service those consumers have general expectations of a price when they learn about a product and are often very reluctant to pay significantly more than that amount.

When you are thinking about bringing your idea to market, you can choose to sell to your end customers either through retailers who already service those customers or sell directly to those customers. There are costs for either choice that cannot be overlooked. Retailers have expected margins for all of the products that they sell to their customers. Likewise, direct sales include costs for creating awareness to customers and costs for fulfilling any customer orders.

Lastly, manufacturing costs are often overlooked or not considered until after selling price is determined. Understanding the costs for manufacturing your idea is a critical aspect in ultimately determining your margin.

A good idea is the basis of any commercially successful product but you must take time to understand the number of customers that you may have, the price those customers are willing to pay and the costs for manufacturing and selling your product.
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